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Abstract

Since the introduction of hands-free phone set and teleconferencing system, acoustic echo cancellation has been a 
challenge for engineers. Recently many researches have shown that the best solution for the acoustic echo compensation 
problem is represented by an adaptive filter which iteratively tries to identify the unknown impulse response of the system 

from loudspeaker to microphone. In this paper, we apply the delayless subband adaptive filters and fast affine projection 
algorithm for the identification of room impulse response. Simulation results show 3~8 dB more enhanced performance 

than conventional fullband adaptive filters or subband adaptive filters. In addition, fast affine projection algorithm shows 
better convergence speed at the expense of the low computational complexity than conventional LMS algorithm.

I. Introduction

Echo is the phenomenon in which a delayed and di
storted version of an original source or signal is reflected 

back to the source. It's generated in long-distance tele
communication system or digital mobile phone system be

cause of transmission distance and speech data processing. 
And the acoustic coupling between loudspeaker and micr

ophone is a severe problem for modem audio terminal 
such as teleconferencing system and hands-free phone set. 
Acoustic echo path is a time varying system, so adaptive 
filtering is the indispensable condition for the natural 
communication[ 1 ] [2]. Unfortunately, such signal processing 

applications involve adaptive filters with hundreds of taps 
because of the long reverberation time. The computation

al burden associated with these long adaptive filters pre
cludes their use for many low-cost applications. Iri addition, 

adaptive filters with may taps may also suffer from slow 
convergence, especially if the input signal spectrum has a 

large dynamic range, ill-conditioned. To overcome this 
problem, adaptive filtering in subband is a new technique 
for the real-time identification of large imp니se response 
like the ones encountered in applications of acoustic echo 

cancellation(AEC) and affine projection(AFP) algorithm is 

new algorithm for the fast convergence speed. But con
ventional subband adaptive filterin응 is ruled out for s나ch 

A EC because delay is introduced into the signal proces
sing path and AFP algorithm introduces other difficulty 

such as an increasement in computational load in hard
ware.
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This paper presents delayless subband adaptive filters 
which is proposed by Morgan and fast affine projection 

(FAP) algorithm, so we apply the AEC problems. FAP's 
important features include LMS like computational com

plexity and RLS like convergence speed where the ad
aptive filter input signal is ill-conditioned signal or speech 

signal [8]. So above facts make good solution for the ap
plication such as AEC problems.

n. Basic principles of AEC

The acoustic echo appears when one or both ends in 

a communication use audio tenninals with acoustic feed

back from the loudspeaker to the microphone, like tele
conferencing systems which is presented in figure 1.

Figure 1. Teleconferencing system.

The speech signal from the sending room is sent into 
the receiving room by a loudspeaker, the speech is pi

cked up by a microphone and sent to the remote user. 

Because of the acoustic echo path from the loudspeaker 
to the microphone, including the reflections on wall and 
people inside tlie room, some sent speech in sending speech 
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is fed back to the remote 나ser in sending room. This 

phenomenon may arise the howling and it cut natural 

communication. AEC is indispensable problem for the na
tural communication.

Kouin Acoustic echo canceller

Fig니「e 2. Basic principle of an acoustic echo canceller.

Figure 2 shows the basic principle of AEC. Basically, 
an AEC is an adaptive filter fed by the incoming speech 

signal, AEC modelizes the acoustic echo path and yields 
at its output a echo replica signal which is subtracted from 

real acoustic echo signal.

HI. Delayless Subband Adaptive Filters

The disadvantages of conventional subband adaptive 
filters techniques are that delay is produced into the 
signal path by due to the filter bank used to devide the 
signal in each frequency band[4][5]. And nonideal filter 
bank characteristics introduce the aliasing problems which 

degrade the quality of signal. But delayless subband ad
aptive filters which is proposed by Morgan are new type 

of subband adaptive filter architecture. Fi응ure 3 shows 

the delayless subband adaptive filters architecture. This 

new subband adaptive filter architecture in which the ad

aptive weights are computed in subband, but collectively 
transformed into an equivalent set of wideband filter 

weights. In this manners, signal processing path delay 
and increasement of aliasing effect are avoided while re

taining the computational and convergence speed advant
ages of classical subband processing.

We divide input signal and desired signal in each 

band and update the adaptive filter weights using adapt
ive algorithm in each band. This coefficients are values 
of the time domain in each frequency band, so we trans

form these values into the frequency domain and we use 

frequency stacking each operating band. If we have real 
value input signal then wideband filter coefficients are 

real value. Therefore we stack complex weights in frequ
ency domain using half of total subbands and the other 
half values are made by complex conjugate. And using 

IFFT we transform wideband filter weights into the time 
domain. After making wideband filter weights, we deve-

Fig니「e 3. Dclaylcss subband adaptive filter structure.

lope the convolution. Wc made the estimated echo signal 
and subtracted it from real echo signal and we have 
error signal. In this manner we have operation to update 
filter weights in each subband and error signal is gen

erated in wideband, time-domain. So we avoid signal 
processing delay and diminish the aliasing effects as 

classical subband adaptive filter problems. But we must 
have filter bank for generating each band signal such as 
classical subband filtering. One way to inclement the 
delayless subband adaptive filter is to employ the 

polyphase FFT technique. This method hold in common 

output of prototype low pass filter in each band[5][9]. 
Polyphase implementation method is that signal pass 

through the prototype low pass filter and we have 

divided signal in each band using DFT filter bank. That 
implementation lessen。이y one low pass filtering com

parative with classical subband adaptive filtering which 
use the band pass filtering. And we can calculate effect
ively when using FFT. Figure 4 shows the process of 
decimation after dividing in each band.

Fig니re 4. Signal decomposition and decimation.

Now, we see

filter bank. In figure 4, xk( n) is represented as follows:

real implementation of polyphase FFT
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xk( ni) = S /z(秫M—处)%(〃) 새= _ 8

=S h(n)x(mM-n) wK{mM~Ak (1)
& = 一8

於=0, 1,…，K-\ 

m — 1, 3, 5,… using periodic property of DFT.
Now, we consider a concrete example. Impulse response 

of unknown system has 512 samples and we consider a 

system identification using 32-band subband adaptive 
filtering technique.

From eq. (1), let n~ pt p = 0, 1, •••, K~ 1 and 

using K = we find as follows:

xk(m) = 8" S h{rK+p)-p= 0 { r--co (2)

In eq. (2) we replace another variables as follows:

Pp{ni) = h(mK+ p) (3)

x(l( ni) — x(mM~ p) (4)

And we can write as follows:
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xk(m) = WKmMt 客唐京SS-쎄炊 (5)

From eq. (5), let other variables:

yfJ( m) = rW, Pp(r)xp(m — 2r) (6)

and we can see as f이lows:

x*( m) = DFT • [ %(꺼)] 阵 K = DFT • [ & + 싸匕 /«)] ⑺

Above the eq. DFT* is represented by DFT kemal 

using 服,= replaced by general DFT kemal 

Wk~ e r새*、So we can find the other expression of 

eq. (1) as follows eq. (8).

(DFT'[%(秫)], for 奸0, 2, 4,… 
xk( ni) = (8)

I DFT*L"+x3)], for 於=1, 3, 5,…

In eq. (3), Pp( ni) is sampled data by factor K of 

prototype low pass filter h( w), i.e. pth band filter co

efficients decimated by factor M, In eq. (4), xo(m) is 

a Qth band input signal sampled by M. In eq, (6) 
yp( m) is the value of convolution between input signal, 

xp(m) and filter coefficients, Pp( ni). From eq. (8), we 

can find 初h band output x/rn) using DFT* of yp(m). 

And we can find also each band input signal which 

divided by in each band shifted by M samples when

Figure 5. Frequency 
in M=32.

response of polyphase FFT filter band

Figure 5 shows the resultin흥 frequency response of the 

17 filters. After decimation by a factor £)=16, each sub

band spans the 512-tap wideband filter using 32 taps per 
subband. The subband adaptive weights are transformed 

by 32-point FFT to obtain 32 frequencies per subband, 

which are then stacked as showed in figure 6 to fonn 

points 0-255 of a 512-point array, frequency sampling 
method.

Figure 6. Frequency stacking for 32-subband polyphase FFT.
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The array is then completed by setting point 256 equal 
to zero and using complex conjugates of points 1-255 in 

reverse order. Finally, the 512-point array is transformed 
by a 512-point IFFT to obtain the wideband filter weights.

IV. Fast Affine Projection Algorithm

In many adaptive filtering algorithms, the LMS algor
ithm is generally used in practice because of its sim

plicity and robustness. The computational complexity of 

the LMS algorithm is low, however, convergence speed 
is very slow and tracking performance is poor for a 

colored inp나t signal. On the other hand, the RLS algor
ithm has the fast convergence speed, but its large com

putational complexity is a drawback. In recent years, an 
algorithm called affine projection(AFP) algorithm has 

been studied. This algorithm has properties that lie bet

ween those of the LMS and RLS algorithm, less com
plexity than RLS algorithm, but much faster convergence 

than LMS algorithm for an colored input signal such as 
speech which can be modeled as a low-order AR pro- 

cess[8].
We consider priori error vector and posteriori error 

vector as follows:

E(n) =£)(〃)— XT( n) w(n~~ 1) ⑼

Ea( n) = D( w) — XT{ n) w( n) (10)

where

D(«) = [d(n),

X(n) = [ xL(n)t “3— 1),…，xA(w-/> + 1)] (11) 

x / (n) = x{n~W ■■■, x( zz — L + 1)]7

and D and L are represented the projection order and 

adaptive filter length.

If we substitute D(n) in (9) into (10) and let poster

iori error vector to zero vector, then we have

E(n) [ w(n) — w(« — 1)] (12)

where E{n)= [ e0(w), •••, ep. /«)] T, Lx 1 weight ve

ctor under condition that /)< L is the solution of under

determined linear equation of Eucleadian minimum vector 

norm as follows:

= X(n)[XT(.n) X(n)Y' E(n) (13)

From (13), we have weight update equation of AFP 
algorithm as follows:

w( n) = w(w— 1) + [J. X(n) K( n) (14)

where K(〃)= [ X，(&) X(k) + 財]'E3)= R \n) E(n) 

is a decorrelation filter.

Updating the filter weights vector requires (p— 1)L 

computational complexity for decorrelation, 0( p3) for cal

culation of the decorrelation filter, and 2L for filter ad

justment and convolution.

AFP algorithm still has a computational burden because 
of matrix inverse of decorrelation filter. Using the fast 
transversal filter(FTF) method we can solve that problem. 
We omit the detailed deviation of the FAP algorithm but 

only list its process in table 1. The reduction of computa

tional complexity is achieved by the recursive update of 

the decorrelation vector K(n) proposed by reference [8].

Ta 비 e 1. Fast affine projection algorithm.

Initi 이 ization

F(0) = M0) = d
07], 6(0)-[07' 1]

Iteration

Do (T.D- (T.9), for 刀=1,2, 3,…

using sliding windowed FRLS to update
F(n), B(n), f(n), bin) (T.l)

rxx{ n) — r ri(« — !)-[- m) x l( n) — x{n~ L) x L) (T.2)

ci. n) = — x / (n) w( - 1)— “ 尸丄3) K'{n — 1) (T-3)

e(. n) 1
E(")=

(1 -“) ~ 1) I
(T.4)

K3)= 私) ] + 느仍 八 尸顷) E( ") (T.5)

1TI ■二 K(n)-一百如)/>(«) bT(n) E(n) (T.6)

V. Simulation Results

In this section, we describe simulations performed to 

shown (he better performance described in the previous 
sections and to compare experimentally the performance 
of the delayless subband adaptive filters and FAP algor

ithm to that of the fullband adaptive filters and classical 
LMS algorithm. These simulations are system identificat
ion experiment. In each case, an adaptive filter is placed 
in parallel with the system to be modelled. This exper- 
iment이 setup is shown in figure 7.
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Figure 7. T이cconferecing system with AEC.

For the real simulation, the unknown system was gen

erally simulated by a truncated imp니se response measured 
in a real seminar room has about 2m x 8m x 8m volume 
and microphone was placed 1.5m from loudspeaker. 
White gaussian noise with zero-mean is used for this 

measurement as source signal of loudspeaker. After get

ting data from loudspeaker, we used the DT-2823 which 
is a specific-purpose DSP board for the A/D conversion. 
In addition this measurement was achieved at 어m니 

aneously. Figure 8 shows a measured impulse response 

of the room with 512 samples.

Figure 8. Measured imp니se response of room.

The input signal is a colored noise which is obtained 

the output of the all-pole filter with transfer function 

eq. (15). Obtained colored noise has a eigenvalue spread 

ratio with about 10000. And real speech signal also used 
for adaptive filter input signal.

1
A(Z)= 1-0.95厂'+ 0.192&-0."3 + 0.5厂「(15)

To evaluate performance index, we use the MSE curve 
for colored signal and 
eq. (16).

ERLE curve for speech signal as

ERLE(ra) = 10 log 10
寫/(宀) 

切 e\n-i) (16)

And we use the prototype low pass filter with 64-tap 
which is used for filter bank in delayless subband ad
aptive filter. We experiments this simulation with 512-tap 

fullband adaptive filter, 2-band, 4-band, and 8-band delay
less subband adaptive filter.
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Figure 9. Comparative MSE curves of LMS 지gorithm in 
each structure.

Figure 9 shows the behavior of the LMS algorithm in 

fullband and 2-band, 4-band, 8-band delayless subband 
adaptive filtering. Convergence speed can be improved by 
increasing the subband number.

【땀
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Figure 10. Comparative MSE curves of 4th order FAP algor
ithm in each structure.

Figure 10 shows the convergence performance of the 

FAP algorithm in fullband and 2-band, 4-band, 8-band 
delayless subband adaptive filtering. Figure 9 and figure 
10 show the effectiveness of the delayless subband str
ucture. Instead of using fullband with projection order of 

力=8, which has high computational load, we can use 

8-band delayless subband adaptive filtering with LMS 
algorithm and yields low computational load.

In figure 11 and figure 12, the ERLE obtained with 

fullband and 2-band, 4-band, 8-band delayless subband 
adaptive filtering real speech signal input for LMS and
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Figure 11. Comparative ERLE curves of LMS algorithm in 
each structure.
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Figure 12. Comparative ERLE curves of 8th order FAP 
algorithm in each structure.

FAP algorithm. We can see that the performance for de
layless subband adaptive filter in each band is better than 
fullband adaptive filter by 3 dB~8 dB. But we can sec 

that almost same performance because of the FAP algor
ithm in nature which has RLS like convergence speed. 

From figure 9 to figure 12, we can see fact that dclay- 

less subband adaptive filter and FAP algorithm have better 
performance over fullband adaptive filter and LMS algorithm.
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Figure 13. ERLE curves of LMS and 8th order FAP algor
ithm in fullband adaptive filters
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Figure 14. ERLE curves of LMS and 8th order FAP algor
ithm in 4-band delaylcss subband adaptive filters

Figure 13 and figure 14 show that FAP algorithm has 
superior performance rather than LMS algorithm. By in
spection, we can observe that ERLE values are increased 
more or less by 3~5 dB on both figures.

For real time implementation of AEC, we can use 

LMS algorithm in delayless subband adaptive filter which 

has merit with computational load. And we see the con
vergence speed can be improved by increasing the pro

jection oder or band number in FAP algorithm or delay

less subband adaptive filter.

VI. Conclusions

In teleconferencing system, having considerably long 

reverberation time and time varying system, there is 
problem for real time implementation if we use classical 
method. We used the delayless subband adaptive filter 
architecture to improve the convergence speed, diminish 
the computation load and 나se the FAP algorithm for 

more convergence speed. And we analyzed the compar
ative perfonnance of LMS algorithm and FAP algorithm 

with f나llband and delayless subband adaptive filter. Simul
ation results showed the fact that more band number in 

delayless subband adaptive filter had better performance 
and FAP algorithm had better convergence speed than 

LMS algorithm. For real time implementation, we used 
the delayless subband adaptive filter which was avoided 
the signal path delay problem in classical subband 
adaptive filters. And we see the LMS algorithm can be 

used for real time processing in delayless subband ad

aptive (liter. F니rthermorc we can 니se other method, such 

as discrete cosine transform(DCT), for making real ad

aptive weights in delayless subband adaptive filter which 
was used by FFT which method reduces computational 
complexity.
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